Perfect in every way

By_routes to their second national championship in three years, the Clemson Tigers became the first team in the modern era to go 15-0, annointing the 2018-2019 squad as the “greatest college football team of all time.”

The Tigers crushed the vaunted Alabama Crimson Tide 44-16 on Jan. 7 in Santa Clara, California. True-freshman quarterback Trevor Lawrence led the charge, playing in the championship for the first time. "I have always said that what we do here at Clemson is perfect in every way," said Dabo Swinney.

En route to their second national championship in three years, the Clemson Tigers became the first team in the modern era to go 15-0, annointing the 2018-2019 squad as the “greatest college football team of all time.”

College of Science joins the Clemson University family in congratulating coach Dabo Swinney and the Clemson Tigers on this historic achievement.

After the rousing victory, Clemson quarterback Trevor Lawrence holds the national championship trophy alongside teammates and coach Dabo Swinney (far right). Image credit: Clemson University

Clemson researchers work with citizen-scientists to better understand diversity of rattlesnake venom

The Mojave rattlesnakes that live in the deserts of southwestern United States and central Mexico are packed with lethal venom, though they rarely strike unless provoked. Image courtesy of Travis Fisher
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Research, engagement and professional development – Science is the key. And it is the key to unlocking the future. It is the key to success in Clemson’s College of Science. It is the key to advancing science, which is the key to our global impact and to our success in the marketplace.

New lecture series promote professional development to SCIENCE students

The College of Science is piloting a new seminar series in spring 2019 intended to equip SCIENCE undergraduate and graduate students with the professional development skills they will need to succeed.

The seminar series is called “Professionalism,” and it is being held in conjunction with the Science Engagement and Impact Summit on April 12 in the Watt Auditorium.

Workshop to focus on the rising field of Data Science

Ten faculty will present their research at the four-hour workshop at Watt Auditorium.

Workshop to focus on the rising field of Data Science

The College of Science and the School of Mathematical and Computational Sciences announce the Workshop to Focus on the Rising Field of Data Science, March 27, 2019.

The workshop, which will run from 1 PM to 5 PM, is being held in the Watt Auditorium and will feature presentations by 10 College of Science faculty on data science.
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With the growth of data science, the need for professionals with technical and managerial skills is at an all-time high.

Learn from Clemson researchers how the tools of data science are being used to solve problems and impact the world around us. Topics will include statistics, algorithms, analytics, optimization and machine learning.

Faculty, staff and students are strongly encouraged to attend.
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Perfection is attainable, and I’m determined to achieve it in every way. – "Perfect in every way"
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